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Introduction
In this paper, the Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) will be presented as a tool for measuring the society's activity. This approach -the SAM-based approach -can be analysed in different perspectives.
The SAM is a square matrix, in which the sum of the rows is equal to the corresponding sum of the columns. In keeping with what is conventionally accepted, the entries made in the rows represent resources, incomes, receipts or changes in liabilities and net worth, whilst the entries made in columns represent uses, outlays, expenditures or changes in assets. Thus, each transaction, which is representative of the measurable part of a society's activity, is recorded only once, in a cell of its own. Besides a rest of the world account, these figures include both production and trade accounts and institutional accounts, which can be further subdivided into yet other accounts, defined in accordance with the purposes of the study that is being made and the available information.
With the SAM, the description of a society's activity can be either empirical or theoretical, depending on whether it is presented in a numerical or an algebraic version, respectively.
The national accounts, based on the United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA), will be considered the base source of information in the SAM-based approach, which adopts a conceptual framework based on the works of Graham Pyatt and his associates.
Section 2 presents both the numerical and algebraic versions and the corresponding perspectives of analysis in a SAM-based approach. Section 3 provides some methodological details regarding the construction of numerical versions of SAMs, together with aggregates, indicators and balances that can be calculated and the different possibilities of analysis provided by such versions. Certain aspects that lie outside the basic structure will also be examined.
The concluding remarks, presented in Section 4, systematise the main ideas of the previous sections in order to show how a SAM-based approach, using the SNA, can be a valuable contribution for a better (socio-)economic modelling.
SAM: its numerical and algebraic versions
Richard Stone and Graham Pyatt played a key role in the implementation of the SAM-based approach. Both worked on the conceptual details of that approach: the former worked more in numerical terms, within the framework of a system of national accounts, while the latter worked more in algebraic terms, mainly within the scope of input-output analysis. Their work has been decisive for understanding the importance of the SAM as a measurement tool.
In the foreword to the book that can be said to have been a pioneering work in terms of the SAM-based approach, "Social Accounting for Development Planning with special reference to Sri Lanka", Richard Stone stated that the framework of the system of national accounts can be rearranged and "the entries in a set of accounts can be presented in a matrix in which, by convention (…), incomings are shown in the rows and outgoings are shown in the columns; and in which, reflecting the fact that accounts balance, each row sum is equal to the corresponding column sum." That matrix, with an equal number of rows and columns, is the SAM, in the construction of which "it may be possible to adopt a hierarchical approach, first adjusting the entries in a summary set of national accounts and then adjusting subsets of estimates to these controlling totals." (Pyatt and Roe, 1977: xix, xxiii) .
In turn, in the abstract to his article, "A SAM approach to modeling", Graham Pyatt says: "Given that there is an accounting system corresponding to every economic model, it is useful to make the accounts explicit in the form of a SAM. Such a matrix can be used as the framework for a consistent dataset and for the representation of theory in what is called its transaction form." In that transaction form (or TV (transaction value) form), the SAM can be seen ... "as a framework for theory" and its cells..."can be filled instead with algebraic expressions, which describe in conceptual terms how the corresponding transaction values might be determined". Thus, the SAM is used as "the basic framework for model presentation." (Pyatt, 1988: 327; 337) .
Looking at the question from the perspectives outlined above, it can be said that a SAM can have two versions: a numerical version, which describes the activity of a society empirically; and an algebraic version, which describes that same activity theoretically. In the former version, each cell has a specific numerical value, with the sums of the rows being equal to the sums of the columns. In the latter version, each cell is filled with algebraic expressions that, together with those of all the other cells, form a SAM-based model, the calibration of which involves a replication of the numerical version.
In the words of Graham Pyatt, "the essence of (...) the SAM approach to modelling is to use the same SAM framework for both the empirical and the theoretical description of an economy." (Pyatt, 1988: 337) .
At the same time, from the words of Richard Stone quoted above, it can be concluded that the national accounts and their underlying system play a decisive role in determining the SAM design, since they guarantee the quality of the available data and consequently give credibility to the SAM-based approach.
In 1953, with the first and most fundamental contribution written by that same author, the United Nations implemented the System of National Accounts (SNA), which had successive versions until 2008 (ISWGA, 2008) . This system establishes the rules for measuring the activity of countries or groups of countries, which, in turn, have been adopted and adapted to specific realities by the corresponding statistical offices.
The construction of numerical versions of SAMs from that system will be examined below. [For the construction of a specific algebraic version, see Santos (2010; 2009 ).]
The design of any version of a SAM will depend on the purposes for which it is to be used.
However, by adopting the SNA as the underlying base source of information, a basic structure can be defined and the consistency of the whole system can be ensured.
Constructing numerical versions of SAMs from the SNA
The latest versions of the SNA have devoted a number of paragraphs to discussing the question of SAMs. The 2008 version mentions SAMs in Section D of Chapter 28, entitled "Input-output and other matrix-based analysis" (ISWGA, 2008: 519-522) , in which a matrix representation is presented of the accounts identified and described in the whole SNA. This representation is not to be identified with the SAM presented in this paper, although they both cover all the transactions recorded by those accounts. The SAM that will be presented below results from the work that the author of this paper has undertaken within a conceptual framework based on the works of Graham Pyatt and his associates (Pyatt, 1988 and 1991; Pyatt and Roe, 1977; Pyatt and Round, 1985) and from an effort that she has made to reconcile that framework with what has been defined by (the successive versions of) the SNA.
Working within the framework of the European System of National and Regional Accounts in the European Community of 1995 (the adaptation for Europe of the 1993 version of the SNA), Santos (2007) makes an application to Portugal at an aggregate level, explaining the main differences between these two matrices. Because the general differences between the accounts identified and described in the 1993 and 2008 versions of the SNA are not significant, this analysis still remains valid.
The starting point for any study seeking to adopt a SAM-based approach should be the design of the SAM, i.e. the classification of its accounts. This should include identification of the problem to be studied, the purpose of that same study and knowledge of the available information.
As mentioned above, the national accounts will be considered as the base source of information.
Thus, accepting that the SNA is the system underlying the national accounts, the following sections will set out the guidelines for gaining knowledge of the available information, showing its flexibility and its possibilities for characterising any problem and achieving the purposes of any study.
Basic structure and consistency with the whole system
Adopting the working method recommended by Richard Stone in the second paragraph of Section 2 of this paper, the basic structure for the SAM presented here will be a summary set of the national accounts and the controlling totals for the other levels of disaggregation.
In keeping with what has been the norm so far, the design of the SAM will, on the one hand, follow the conceptual framework of the works of Graham Pyatt and his associates and, on the other hand, will adhere to the conventions and nomenclature defined by the SNA. Table 1 shows the above-mentioned basic structure, representing nominal transactions ("t") with which two indexes are associated. The location of these transactions in the matrix framework is described by those indexes, the first of which represents the row account and the second the column account. Each cell of this matrix will be converted into a submatrix, with the number of rows and columns corresponding to the level of disaggregation of the row and column accounts. Note: The first three accounts (p = products, a = activities and f = factors (of production)) are the production and trade accounts of the economy and the next three accounts (dic = current; dik = capital; dif = financial) are the accounts of the (domestic) institutions. The last account (rw = rest of the world) represents the "outside" part of the (domestic) economy. Table 2 shows the transactions of the National Accounts recorded in the cells of the basic SAM, which will continue to be the same if some disaggregation, or even extension, is performedthereby preserving the consistency of the whole system. Notes:
a. In the transactions represented by the cells whose rows and/or columns represent production accounts, as well as in the aggregates and balances that can be calculated from these, as will be seen in Section 3.3, the following types of valuation are identified (regardless of whether one is working with current or constant (price) values): factor cost; basic, cif and fob prices;
purchasers' or market prices. Appendix A specifies these levels.
b. In the National Accounts, the net lending (+) or borrowing (-) of the total economy is the sum of the net lending or borrowing of the institutional sectors. This represents the net resources that the total economy makes available to the rest of the world (if it is positive) or receives
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-7 -from the rest of the world (if it is negative). The net lending (+) or borrowing (-) of the total economy is equal (but with an opposite mathematical sign) to the net borrowing (-) or lending (+) of the rest of the world.
In the SAM's capital account, this is considered as a component of investment funds, required/not required to cover aggregate investment. In other words, it is the financing requirement/capacity of the economy that will be covered/absorbed by financial transactions (from/to the rest of the world, since the national funds are not enough/in excess). Therefore, if
there is net borrowing, we have a financing requirement that is covered by financial transactions, i.e. a resource of the capital account (row) and a use of the financial account (column). If there is net lending, we have a financing capacity that will be absorbed by financial transactions, i.e. a resource of the financial account (row) and a use of the capital account (column).
Schematically, the flows between the described accounts represent the circular flows in the economy that, using the SAM description, can be seen in Outline 1. The SAM blocks, identified in Table 3 , are submatrices or sets of submatrices with common characteristics. The specification of these blocks will be made below and involves an identification of the transactions of the National Accounts. c) External Trade -includes the transactions in goods and services from non-residents to residents, also known as imports (transaction P7 of the National Accounts), or IM (cell: t rw,p ), and the transactions in goods and services from residents to non-residents, also known as exports (transaction P6 of the National Accounts), or EX (cell: t p,rw ). d) Trade and Transport Margins -TTM (cell: t p,p ) are realised on goods purchased for resale and are a part of the production of wholesale trade services, retail trade services and the repair services of motor vehicles, motorcycles and personal and household goods. They amount to zero, since they are negative in relation to the three above-mentioned activities (because the corresponding value has already been recorded in the production submatrix), but are positive and have the same amount in relation to all the other ones. e) Net indirect taxes or net taxes on production and imports e.1) Net Taxes on Production -NTA (cells: t dic,a ; t rw,a ) represents the (other) taxes on production (transaction D29 of the National Accounts) minus the (other) subsidies to production (transaction D39 of the National Accounts).
e.2) Net Taxes on Products -NTP (cells: t dic,p ; t rw,p ) represents the taxes on products (transaction D21 of the National Accounts) minus the subsidies on products (transaction D31 of the National Accounts). f) Compensation of factors of production -CFP (cells: t f,a ; t dic,f ; t f,rw ; t rw,f ) consists of the income of the institutional sectors originating from the compensation of the services provided through their real and financial assets to the activities of production and to the rest of the world, namely compensation of employees (transaction D1 of the National Accounts) and compensation of own-account assets, including the compensation of employers and/or own-account workers, and of capital, namely property income (transaction D4, balances B2g and B3g of the National Accounts). g) Current Transfers -CT (cells: t dic,dic ; t dic,rw ; t rw,dic ) includes: current taxes on income, wealth, etc. (transaction D5 of the National Accounts); social contributions (transaction D61); social benefits in cash (transaction D62); other current transfers (transaction D7); and the adjustment made for the change in the net equity of households in pension fund reserves (transaction D8).
h) Capital Transfers -KT (cells: t dik,dik ; t dik,rw; t rw,dik ) includes: capital taxes (transaction D91 of the National Accounts), investment grants (transaction D92); other capital transfers (transaction D99); and acquisitions less disposals of non-financial non-produced assets (transaction K2) i) Financial Transactions -FT (cells: t dif,dif ; t dif,rw ; t rw,dif ) represents the transactions in financial assets and liabilities between institutional units, and between these and the rest of the world.
They are classified as monetary gold and special drawing rights; currency and deposits; securities other than shares; loans; shares and other equity; insurance technical reserves; and other accounts receivable/payable (F1-7 of the National Accounts). j) Gross Saving -S (cell: t dik,dic ) measures the portion of aggregate income that is not used for final consumption expenditure and current transfers to Portuguese institutions or to the rest of the world. k) Net borrowing/lending -NLB (cell: t dik,dif ).
The net lending (+) or borrowing (-) of the total economy is the sum of the net lending or borrowing of the institutional sectors. It represents the net resources that the total economy makes available to the rest of the world (if it is positive) or receives from the rest of the world (if it is negative). The net lending (+) or borrowing (-) of the total economy is equal (but with an opposite mathematical sign) to the net borrowing (-) or lending (+) of the rest of the world.
Here, those amounts that fall short of (+) or exceed (-) the investment funds used to cover aggregate investment are recorded in the capital and financial accounts, since they are financial transactions either from the rest of the world (in the case of net borrowing) or to the rest of the world (in the case of net lending). This is why the mathematical signs defined in the first paragraph of this item have been exchanged.
The construction of a SAM is easier when this is performed by blocks.
The integrated economic accounts table is equivalent to a summary of everything that is measured by the SNA. According to paragraph 2.75 of the 2008 SNA "The integrated economic accounts use (…) three of the conceptual elements of the SNA (...) [institutional units and sectors, transactions and assets and liabilities] together with the concept of the rest of the world to form a wide range of accounts. These include the full sequence of accounts for institutional sectors, separately or collectively, the rest of the world and the total economy." (ISWGNA, 20008: 23) . Table B .1 is an illustration of this situation for Portugal. Based on that table, and in view of the previous description, it can be said that all the transactions recorded by the national accounts are considered in the cells of the SAM. Therefore, as mentioned above, and again using the words of Richard Stone, the basic SAM that has just been described is the most aggregate "summary set of national accounts" and can represent a first level of the intended hierarchical method (approach), with all the controlling totals for the next level of that hierarchy.
Disaggregations and extensions
Some other levels of the above-mentioned hierarchical method can be identified within the national accounts, providing other controlling totals for greater levels of disaggregation -with or without national accounts.
Thus, with the expected appearance of quarterly national accounts, although these will not be as complete as the annual ones, it will be possible to make some disaggregation in terms of time.
Furthermore, disaggregations can be made in terms of space, since regional accounts are also considered (Santos, 2011 , is an example of this). Here, with the same SNA, it is possible to work with regions and countries, either individually or as a group. It would even be possible to think in world terms, if the SAM could be adopted worldwide.
Some descriptions in the following subsections are taken from Santos (2007) , so that the analysis is based on the version of 1993 of the SNA. However, as has already been mentioned, because the level of detail is not particularly profound, there are no significant differences.
Extensions are also possible, either from the national accounts or from other sources of information.
The 2008 SNA dedicates its Chapter 28 to "Satellite accounts and other extensions" (ISWGNA, 20008: 523-544) , where the main idea is to serve specific analytical purposes, in a way that is consistent with the central framework, although not fully integrated into it (ISWGNA, 2008: 37-38) . In this respect, the author would like to support Steven Keunning and Willem Ruijter's idea of a "complete data set" which "could be tentatively labelled: a System of Socio-economic Accounts" (Keunning and Ruijter, 1988: 73) .
Production and trade accounts
In the basic structure described above, the production and trade accounts are the accounts of products, activities and factors of production. These accounts correspond respectively to the SNA accounts of goods and services, production and the primary distribution of income. Thus, within these accounts and depending on the available level of disaggregation, it can be seen how the available products are used, with some details being provided about the process of production and about how the incomes resulting from that process and the ownership of assets are distributed among institutions and activities (Santos, 2007) .
The SNA uses the Central Product Classification (CPC) Version 2 (completed in December 2008) to classify products (ISWGNA, 2008: 19) , which are organised into 10 sections, with it being possible to go to the 5th level of disaggregation within each of these.
In turn, the International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC) Revision 4 (officially released in August 2008) is used to classify the activities (ISWGNA, 2008: 20) , organised into 23 sections, the disaggregation of which is perfectly consonant with that of the product classification. The Supply and Use Table provides Appendix B, which contains the above-mentioned application to Portugal, in which the products and activities accounts are not disaggregated, presents the possible disaggregation of the factors of production accounts (Table B. 3) based on the Integrated Economic Accounts (Table B .1).
The extensions for tourism and health are presented by the SNA as examples of satellite accounts (ISWGNA, 2008: 531-534; 538-542) .
Institutions and Rest of the World accounts
In the basic structure described above, the accounts of the domestic institutions are divided into current, capital and financial accounts. These accounts correspond respectively to the following SNA accounts: secondary distribution of income, redistribution of income in kind and use of income; capital; and financial accounts. Within these accounts, depending on the available level of disaggregation, the current accounts show how the national income is transformed into disposable income through the receipt and payment of current transfers, and how the latter is distributed between final consumption and saving. In turn, the capital account records the transactions linked to acquisitions of non-financial assets and capital transfers involving the redistribution of wealth, whereas the financial account records the transactions in financial assets and liabilities between institutional units, and between these and the rest of the world (Santos, 2007) .
All the linkages between the domestic economy and the rest of the world, i.e. all the transactions between resident and non-resident units, are recorded both in the SAM and in the SNA through the rest of the world account (Santos, 2007) .
Chapter 4 of the 2008 SNA specifies the institutional sectors, including the rest of the world, and their possible disaggregation, which in some cases can be taken as far as the third level (ISWGNA, 2008: 61-85) , although normally it cannot be taken beyond the first level. In the case of the rest of the world, such disaggregation will certainly depend on the country, or group of countries, that adopt and adapt this system.
At the first level of disaggregation, the accounts of the institutions, as well as the rest of the world account, are part of the Integrated Economic Accounts Table. Higher levels of disaggregation, whenever these are possible, are usually published in separate accounts.
Even at the first level of disaggregation, any work conducted with the institutional sectors requires, in addition to the Integrated Economic Accounts or the Accounts of the Institutions, the so-called "from whom to whom matrices", which are not normally published, but can be acquired from the national statistical offices. These matrices make it possible to fill in the cells of the submatrices of transactions taking place within domestic institutions, recorded in the abovedescribed blocks of current and capital transfers and financial transactions.
As far as this aspect is concerned, the author would like to underline the importance of the information provided by the possible disaggregations of the financial account, especially in a SAM framework, in which interactions can be identified at many different levels.
The disaggregation of specific institutional sectors makes it possible to analyse the most diverse aspects of a society's activity: income distribution, with disaggregated households and factor of production accounts (Santos, 2009 , is an example of this); the role of the government and its subsectors, with a disaggregated general government (Santos, 2004 and 2007a , are also examples); the role of the non-profit institutions serving households, as well as of the nonfinancial and/or financial corporations, etc.
Appendix B, which contains the above-mentioned application to Portugal, presents a possible disaggregation of the institutions' current and capital accounts (Table B. 3), made from the Integrated Economic Accounts (Table B .1) and the "from whom to whom matrices", described in the sources of the corresponding table (B.3). Due to the unavailability of "from whom to whom matrices" for financial transactions, the financial account could not be disaggregated.
Aggregates, indicators and balances
As was seen above, all the transactions of the national accounts are covered by the SAM, so that macroeconomic aggregates, indicators and balances can be identified from it (see the description of the cells or blocks in Tables 1 or 3) .
Gross Domestic Product at market prices (GDP pm ), which is usually considered the main macroeconomic aggregate, can be calculated in the three known approaches: -Production approach: GDP pm = P -IC + NTP = t a,p -t p,a + (t dic,p + (part of) t rw,p ); -Expenditure approach: GDP pm = FC + GCF + Ex -IM = t p,dic + t p,dik + t p,rw -(part of) t rw,p ; -Income approach: GDP pm = GAV + NTP + NTA = t f,a + (t dic,p + (part of) t rw,p ) + (t dic,a + t rw,a ). Domestic Product can be converted into National Product by adding the compensation of factors received from the rest of the world and deducting the compensation of factors and the net indirect taxes (on both products and production) sent to the rest of the world. Thus, from the described cells of the basic SAM, GDP pm can be converted into Gross National Product at market prices (GNP pm ) or Gross National Income (GNI pm ), as follows: GDP pm + t f,rw -t rw,ft rw,a -(part of) t rw,p . On the other hand, as the SAM directly provides Gross National Income at factor cost, this can also be calculated just by adding the net indirect taxes (on both products and production) received by domestic institutions: t dic,f + t dic,p + t dic,a .
In turn, Gross aggregates can be converted into Net aggregates (and balances) by deducting the consumption of the fixed capital (transaction K1 of the National Accounts, which lies outside the basic SAM, as will be seen in Section 3.4, but is part of the Integrated Economic Accounts) Disposable Income (Domestic or National; Gross or Net) is also very important and can be calculated by adding to GNI pm the net current transfers received by domestic institutions: GNI pm + ((received)t dic,dic + t dic,rw ) -((paid) t dic,dic + t rw,dic ).
Gross Saving (S) and Net Lending or Borrowing (NLB) are given directly by the SAM, through t dik,dic and t dik,dif , respectively.
It is also possible to calculate structural indicators of the functional and institutional distribution of generated income, as well as indicators of the use of disposable income.
In the functional distribution of generated income, the distribution of gross added value (at factor cost, GAV) among factors of production is given by the structure of the submatrix in the cell (t f,a ) of the basic structure, with its level of detail depending on the disaggregation of the activities (column account) and of the factors of production (row account).
In the institutional distribution of generated income, the distribution of gross national income (at factor cost, GNI) is given by the structure of the submatrix in the cell (t dic,f ) of the basic structure. In this case, the level of detail will depend on the disaggregation of the factors of production (column account) and of the current account of the domestic institutions (row account).
As was seen above, by excluding from gross national income the current transfers paid to other institutions and to the rest of the world, and by including the current transfers received from the other institutions and from the rest of the world (and, in the case of the government, the net indirect taxes), the institutional distribution of gross disposable income can also be studied. In turn, the use made of gross disposable income is divided into final consumption and saving, although non-financial and financial corporations do not have any final consumption.
Some additional data can allow for the study of additional details, for instance per capita indicators with demographic information.
The main items in the balance sheets of the institutional sectors and of the rest of the world can be calculated from the respective rows and columns. The former will be referred to as budgets and the latter as the balance of payments. Their total balance is their net lending/borrowing (NLB); the current budget balance is the respective gross saving (S); and the capital balance is the difference between the first and the second.
The results of an application to Portugal can be seen in Appendix B.
Going beyond the basic structure
In order to improve the snapshot given by the SAM, as described above, some rearrangements could be made to the described cell contents and/or some zero cells could be filled in. This can be done either within and/or outside the scope of the SNA a) Within the scope of the SNA, the following topics are examples of rearrangements that could be made to the described cells' contents (the described cells can be identified in Tables 1 or   3 ) in order to avoid the existence of negative cells in the SAM. This would help to improve its definition (incomings in rows and outgoings in columns) and facilitate the application of certain balancing methods, whenever necessary. a.1) Instead of working with net indirect taxes, it is possible to work with taxes and subsidies separately. The taxes on products and on production could be recorded in the abovedescribed NTP (t dic,p ; t rw,p ) and NTA (t dic,a ; t rw,a ) blocks, respectively. The subsidies on products could be recorded in cells t p,dic and t p,rw . The subsidies on production would then be recorded in cells t a,dic and t a,rw . The author knows that the implementation and study of some of these topics, especially those referred to in subsection c), could become valuable research projects, and that, in fact, some of them are already part of the SNA's research agenda. However, the aim here is to show that, although the SAM-based approach (especially when based on the SNA) is a very complete and credible measurement tool, there is still much that can be done to improve it.
It should be noted that the SAM-based approach involves both a numerical and an algebraic version of the SAM. As was mentioned above, in the former version, each cell assumes a specific numerical value, with the sums of the rows being equal to the sums of the columns, whereas, in the latter, each cell is represented by algebraic expressions that, together with those of all the other cells, represent a SAM-based model, the calibration of which involves a replication of the numerical version. Without undermining that principle, SAM-based models can be developed and extended. Such extensions can be supported by additional data, encompassing aspects such as those referred to in c.4-6). Santos (2009) is an example of such research, where the use of some of the aspects referred to in c.4) was tested and proved to be possible.
Concluding remarks
Together, the United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA) is flexible enough and the Social Accounting Matrix (SAM)-based approach versatile enough to contribute towards a better (socio-) economic modelling. Under such conditions, the sectors of production can be worked upon in conjunction with the institutional sectors, using the national accounts as the base source of information.
A SAM-based approach incorporates two versions of the SAM. A numerical version of the SAM describes the activity of a society empirically. In this version, each cell has a specific numerical value, with the sums of the rows being equal to the sums of the columns. In turn, an algebraic version describes that same activity theoretically. Each cell of the latter version contains algebraic expressions that, together with those of all the other cells, make up a SAM-based model, the calibration of which involves a replication of the numerical version. Without altering this principle in any way, SAM-based models can be developed with extensions and can be supported by additional data.
Using the SNA in a SAM-based approach will facilitate: -Multi-period and dynamic analysis, since national accounts are published regularly.
-Identification of the network of nominal links existing within the (socio-)economic system, allowing for the particularisation of regions, products (goods and services), activities (industries), institutions or sets of institutions (households, enterprises, government), etc.
-Study of the processes of production, trade and the distribution, redistribution and accumulation of income.
-Evaluation of the impacts of alternative policy measures and the consequent policy decision, i.e. the processes of decision-making and decision-taking.
-Better use of the quantitative information available, since the SNA has developed national accounts that are increasingly consistent and in harmony with all other statistics.
However, both within and outside the scope of the SNA, there are several important aspects that still need to be completed. Some rearrangements can be made to the described cell contents Using the SNA and SAMs for a better (socio-)economic modelling. SSantos (June 2011) -18 -and/or some zero cells can be filled in. Coverage of those aspects could establish the essential difference between the SAM-based approach described in this paper and any other approach to (socio-) economic modelling. Therefore, unless they have certain specific studies that they wish to undertake, rather than use their resources to construct National Accounting Matrices or Social Accounting Matrices, the Statistical Offices and other producers of national accounts should seek to provide the most complete and accurate information possible (bearing in mind what was said in Section 3) to those who have to undertake specific tasks of their own. This will enable them to use and manipulate the data according to their needs.
By using a SAM-based approach, with a consistent and credible numerical version and a corresponding well-defined algebraic version of a SAM, it will be possible to achieve better (socio-) economic modelling. A SAM that is suitably designed to address a specific problem or set of problems can result in a fully interlinked macro-model, which can play an invaluable role, for example, in providing quantitative advice to policymakers. Note: Direct purchases abroad by residents are considered as a current transfer to the rest of the world.
-25 - Table B. 1; "from whom to whom matrices" for the transactions D39 and D5-9 -see Table 2 ). 
